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Quantum mechanics has long been found to
be among the most abstract and difficult
topics to teach in the entire physics and
engineering curriculum.

However, these difficult concepts are now
at the center of one of the most exciting new
areas of science and technology, Quantum
Information Science.

. The general public and students are
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. The general public and students are
intrigued by powerful quantum computation,
quantum teleportation and absolutely secure
quantum communication.
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Absolutely secure quantum communication using
(1) single (antibunched) or (2) entangled photons

Eve

Traditionally, the sender is named
Alice, the receiver Bob and the
eavesdropper Eve.
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Alice

Bob

Eve

In 1984 and 1991, the first protocols for quantum cryptography
attracted interest from a diverse field of researchers in theoretical
and experimental physics, mathematics and computer science.

Quantum communication is
transferring a quantum state
from one place to another.



Entangled and single photon based                     
quantum communication over 144 km

Recent advances in quantum communication
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Nature Physics 3, 481 - 486 (2007) – entanglement,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 010504 (2007) – faint pulses.



Secure quantum key was distributed
between the headquarters of an Austrian
bank and the Vienna city hall using
polarization entangled photon pairs. The
produced key was directly used to send an
quantum secured online wire transfer from
the City Hall to the bank [1].

Recent advances in quantum communication
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1. A. Poppe et al., “Practical quantum key distribution with polarization 
entangled photons”, Opt. Express 12, 3865-3871 (2004). 

2. N. Gisin and R. Thew, “Quantum communication”(review), Nature 
Photonics 1, 166-171 (March 2007).



The entangled photons were transmitted via optical fibers to Alice and Bob, who 
were separated by 360 m.

The 49984 bit large keys
were used to securely
transmit an image of the
“Venus von Willendorf”.
Alice encrypted the image

Recent advances in quantum communication
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T. Jennewein et al., Quantum Cryptography with Entangled 
Photons, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 4729 (2000)

Alice encrypted the image
with her key and
transmitted the
encrypted image to Bob
via the computer network.
Bob decrypted the image
with his key.



Lab. 1:  Entanglement and Bell inequalities;
Lab. 2:  Single-photon interference: Young’s double  slit    

experiment and Mach-Zehnder interferometer; 
Lab. 3:  Confocal  microscope imaging of single-emi tter     

fluorescence;
Lab. 4:  Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. Fluorescenc e    

Teaching course “Quantum Optics and Quantum Information 
Laboratory” consists of four experiments:
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Lab. 4:  Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. Fluorescenc e    
antibunching and fluorescence lifetime 
measurement.                

Generation, detection and characterization of single and
entangled photons using modern photon counting instrumentation



Lab. 1. Entanglement and Bell inequalities

In quantum mechanics, particles are called entangled if their state 
cannot be factored into single-particle states:

Measurements performed on the first particle gives reliable information
about the state of the second particle, no matter how far apart they may be.

Entangled

2112 Ψ⊗Ψ≠Ψ
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This is the standard Copenhagen interpretation of quantum
measurements which suggests nonlocality of the measuring process .

A B A B

Entangled

In difference with classical correlations, quantum correlations do not depend
on the basis. Changing the basis does not change the state of quantum
entanglement.



The idea of entanglement was introduced into physics              
by Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen  [Phys. Rev., 47, 777 (1935)]
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According to EPR who consider system of two separate particles:

A measurement performed on one quantum particle has a 
nonlocal effect on the physical reality of another distant 
particle  -“spooky action at a distance” (entanglement), in 

EPR gedanken experiment (Bohm interpretation)
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particle  -“spooky action at a distance” (entanglement), in 
which EPR did not believe;

Quantum mechanics is incomplete (some extra variables are 
needed) – suggested by EPR.

Bohr replied to the  EPR paradox that in a such quantum state one could 
not speak about the individual properties of each of the particles, even 
if they were distant from one another.

[ ]
21212
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1964 - Bell’s Inequalities [(Physics, 1, 195 (1964)]:
John Bell showed that the “locality hypothesis” with hidden
variables leads to a conflict with quantum mechanics.

He proposed a mathematical theorem containing certain
inequalities. An experimental violation of his inequalities
would suggest the states obeying the quantum mechanics with
nonlocality.

In the mid-sixties it was realized that the
nonlocality of nature is a testable hypothesis.

2
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Subsequent experimental realization of EPRB “gedanken experiment“
confirmed the quantum predictions (Bell’s inequalities were violated):

nonlocality.

1. S. Freedman and J. Clauser, Phys. Rev. Lett. 28, 938 (1972)

2. A. Aspect et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 460 (1981); 49, 91 and 1804 (1982), 

212121 )cos(2 IIIIeIeII ii θθθθφφφφθθθθφφφφ −++=+=



Creation of Polarization Entangled Photons: 
Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion

i HHeVV φψ +=

Lab. 1. Entanglement and Bell inequalities

Type I BBO crystals
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Downconverted light cone with λ = 2 λinc from type I BBO crystal
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Spontaneous parametric down conversion cones                     
in type II BBO crystal (video)

15Video was provided by R. Erdmann



Lab. 1. Entanglement and Bell inequalities
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2.  D. Dehlinger and M.W.Mitchell, Am. J. Phys, 70, 898 and 903 (2002).

1. P.G. Kwiat et al., Phys. Rev. A. 60, R773 (1999).
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Experimental Setup

Laser
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Quartz Plate

Mirror

BBO Crystals



Experimental Setup

Filters and Lenses
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Beam Stop

Polarizers



Dependence of Coincidence Counts on Polarization Angle

The probability P(α,β) of coincidence detection depends on the relative
polarizer angle β-α: P (α, β) ~ cos2 (β-α).
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Source of 
photon pairs Polarizer 

Polarizer 

Detector A

Detector B

Rotation angle α

Rotation angle β

Source of 
photon pairs Polarizer 

Polarizer 

Detector A

Detector B

Rotation angle α

Rotation angle β

If we measure the polarizations of signal and idler photons in the H, V
basis, there are two possible outcomes: both vertical and both horizontal.

We could instead measure the polarizations with polarizers rotated by an 
angle α, which is arbitrary. We use the rotated polarization basisV
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In this basis the state is

So if we measure in this rotated basis, we obtain the same results, 

HVV ααα sincos += HVH ααα cossin +−=and 
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So if we measure in this rotated basis, we obtain the same results, 
because the state is rotation invariant.

By placing polarizers rotated to arbitraryangles α and β in the idler and signal paths, we measure the polarization of 
the downconverted photons. 

Measured coincidence count

and  VVsubscripts on P indicate the measurement outcome VαVβ , 
both photons vertical in the bases of their respective polarizers. 

),(~),( βαβα VVPN

where

It is easy to show that for the EPR state
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More generally, there are four possible outcomes:
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We can find this probabilities in the experiment by measuring coincidence countN(α,β)
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whereNtotal is the total number of pairs detected and ⊥β⊥α and are the polarizer settings α+ 90o,  β+900..

Let us introduce
HVVHHHVV PPPPE −−+≡),( βα

)(2cos),( βαβα −=EIt is easy to show that

1)( == βαE 1)2/( −==− πβαEFor completely correlated events and for complete anticorrelation



Calculation of Bell Inequality

Bell’s inequality defines the degree of polarization
correlation under measurements at different polarizer
angles. The proof involves two measures of correlations:

Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt, Phys. Rev. Lett., 23, 880 (1969)
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Violation of Bell inequality if S > 2.

 
 

α           β b = -22.5o b’ = 22.5o
 b⊥  = 67.5o

 b’ ⊥ = 112.5o
 

a = -45o 162 41 93 204 
a’ = 0o 154 186 51 20 

a⊥  = 45o 36 183 223 102 
a’ ⊥  = 90o 56 57 278 267 

 
 

The above calculation of S requires a total of 16 coincidence 
measurements (N), at polarization angles αααα and ββββ:



22max =S

Comparison of HVT (dashed line)
and quantum theory (solid line)

It is very important to know that Bell inequality is violated only for some angles αααα and
ββββ. For other angles both quantum theory and classical physics (HVT) give the same
value of S.

Dependence of S on polarizer angle 'b=β

For the particular choice of polarizing angles a = −π/4, a‘= 0, b=-π/8, b’= π/8,  we obtain the result
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Quantum correlation (entanglement) is a very rare event and it is difficult to observe !!!
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If  in our experiment we measure N (α,β) with fringe visibility
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Proof of CHSH Bell inequality

In a classical case, the distribution of the hidden variable λ is described by a function ρ (λ), where

The assumption of locality and realism are embodied in the assumption that for the  idler photon the outcome of 
measurement is determined completely by λ and the measurement angle  α , and for the signal photon – by λ and β. 

for detection as V and H , and

2)','(),'()',(),( ≤++− βαβαβαβα EEEE

This proof is based on a trivial mathematical relation

...... +++≤+++ cbacba
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These outcomes are specified by the functions for detection as Vα and Hα , and

for detection as Vβ  and Hβ .

Probabilities of  particular outcomes are given by the integrals
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Bell inequality in the form of Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt 
(CHSH), Phys. Rev. Lett., 23, 880 (1969)
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Quantum communication in Space

QUEST = QUantum
Entanglement in Space
ExperimenTs (ESA)

For the proposed International
Space Station experiment, the
entangled photons would be beamed

Recent advances in quantum communication

26

A. Zeilinger. Oct. 20, 2008. “Photonic Entanglement and Quantum 
Information” Plenary Talk at OSA FiO/LS XXIV 2008, Rochester, NY.

entangled photons would be beamed
from orbit to two distant ground
stations, allowing them to
communicate using the quantum key.



Lab. 2.  Single-photon interference

Concepts addressed:

Interference by single photons

Wave-particle duality 
(complementarity)

“Which-path” measurements

λDeBroglie =h/p

27

“Which-path” measurements



Young’s double slit experiments with single photons
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This experiment shows wave-particle 
duality (complementarity)

Animation  by Caltech and the Corporation for Community College Television



Young’s Double Slit Experiment 
with Electron Multiplying CCD iXon 
Camera of Andor Technologies
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0.5 s 1 s 2 s

3 s 4 s 5 s

10 s 20 s



Polarizer A
Polarizer C

NPBSPolarizer D
mirror

screenPath 2

|V>

Lab. 2.  Single-photon interference

Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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laser
Spatial filter PBS

Polarizer B

mirror

Path 1

|H>

Polarizer D at 45 Fringes

Polarizer D, absent No Fringes
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Single-photon Interference Fringes
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Labs 3-4:  Single-photon Source

To Hanbury Brown –
Twiss setup

Interference 
filterObjective

To Hanbury Brown –
Twiss setup

Fiber

Dichroic 

Interference 
filter

Sample with 
single emitters 

532 nm/1064 nm, 
8 ps, ~100 MHz 

laser

To Hanbury Brown –
Twiss setup

Interference 
filterObjective

To Hanbury Brown –
Twiss setup

Fiber

Dichroic 

Interference 
filter

Sample with 
single emitters 

532 nm/1064 nm, 
8 ps, ~100 MHz 

laser

Lab. 3. Confocal fluorescence
microscopy of single-emitter
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Twiss setup
Fluorescence 
lightPZT stage

Twiss setup
Fluorescence 
light

Dichroic 
mirror 

PZT stage

Twiss setup
Fluorescence 
lightPZT stage

Twiss setup
Fluorescence 
light

Dichroic 
mirror 

PZT stage

 

Fluorescent 
light

Single photon 
counting avalanche 
photodiode modules

Nonpolarizing 
beamsplitter

Start

Stop

PC data 
acquisition card

Fluorescent 
light

Single photon 
counting avalanche 
photodiode modules

Nonpolarizing 
beamsplitter

Start

Stop

PC data 
acquisition card

Lab. 4. Hanbury Brown and Twiss
setup. Fluorescence antibunching



Labs 3-4: Single-photon Source
Efficiently produces photons with
antibunching characteristics (all photons
are separated from each other);

Faint laser pulses are contaminated by
pairs and triplets of photons

Absolutely secure quantum communication 
using single photons exhibiting antibunching
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Single photon

Alice

Bob

EvaEve

using single photons exhibiting antibunching



How far single photons can propagate

(using a satellite and the
telescope at the Matera Laser
Ranging Observatory of the
Italian Space Agency)

(with extremely low losses)

In Space Fiber optics
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ArXiv: 0903.3907, March 2009 (N. 
Gisin’s group jointly with Corning ).

New J. Phys.10 (2008) 033038 (A. Zeilinger’s group)

Quantum key distribution over 
250 km with faint laser pulses 
(OBER is errors in %)

Detection of faint laser pulses with average
0.5 photons/pulse through 1,485 km



Photon bunching

In 1956, R.H. Brown and R.Q. Twiss observed the existence of 
correlation between the outputs of two photoelectric detectors 
illuminated by partially correlated light waves [Nature, 111, 27 (1956)].
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When the positions of the two detectors are given by r1

and r2, the joint photo-detection probability at two 

different times t and t + τ  is given by

.
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Photon antibunching
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In quantum mechanical formulation 
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Particularly for single photons (τ=0)

This phenomenon is known antibunching
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Light from ordinary laser sources attenuated to single 
photon level is never antibunched.

Mandel and Kimble first observed experimentally photon 
antibunching

37

H. J. Kimble and L. Mandel Phys. Rev. A, 13, 2123 (1976).
H. J. Kimble and L. Mandel Phys. Rev. A, 15, 689 (1977).
H. J. Kimble, M. Dagenais and L. Mandel, Phys. Rev. Lett.,  39, 691 (1977)



To produce single photons, a laser beam is tightly
focused into a sample area containing a very low
concentration of emitters, so that only one
emitter becomes excited. It emits only one
photon at a time.

38

To enhance single photon efficiency a cavity should be used



Our goal: Device: efficient, polarized, stable, ease of use 
and fabrication single photon source on demand 

operating at room temperature [1]

Current state of the art (“best” SPSs):

(1) Semiconductor heterostructured quantum dots in photonic crystal
microcavities (optically [2] and electrically pumped [3]) – cryogenic
temperatures;
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microcavities (optically [2] and electrically pumped [3]) – cryogenic
temperatures;

(2) Atoms and ions in the cavity – complicated setups.

We are working on a room temperature alternative to cryogenic
single-photon sources that are based on quantum dots in
semiconductor heterostructures.

[1]   S.G. Lukishova et al.,  US Patent No 7,253,871 B2 (Aug. 7, 2007).

[2]    Y. Yamamoto et al., Prog. In Inform., No 1, p. 5 (2005) – review.

[3]   A.J. Bennett et al., Phys. Stat. Sol. B, 243, is. 14, p. 3730 (2006) – review.



[1] S. G. Lukishova et al., IEEE J. Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics, Special
Issue on Quantum Internet Technologies, 9, is.. 6, 1512-1518 (2003).

Our source of single photons on
demand is based on single emitters
placed in specially prepared liquid
crystal hosts
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Issue on Quantum Internet Technologies, 9, is.. 6, 1512-1518 (2003).

[2] S.G. Lukishova et al., J. Mod. Optics, Special issue “Single Photon: Detectors,
Applications and Measurements Methods”, 51, iss. 9-10, 1535-1547 (2004).

[3] S.G. Lukishova et al., Molec. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 454 (1), 1-14 (2006).

[4]  S.G. Lukishova et al., J. Modern Optics, Special Issue on Single Photon: Sources, 
Detectors, Applications and Measurement Methods,  54,  iss. 2 & 3, 417-429 
(2007).

[5] S.G. Lukishova et al. J. Modern Optics, Special Issue on Single Photon, 56, is. 2,
167-174 (2009).

[6] S.G. Lukishova et al., Optics & Spectrosc., 108 (3), 452-455 (2010).



� To use liquid crystal hosts doped with single emitters
(including liquid crystal oligomers/polymers) to align
emitter dipoles along the direction preferable for
excitation efficiency (along the light polarization).

We propose

41

Deterministic molecular alignment will provide photons of
definite linear polarization.

Ek



Chiral liquid crystal hosts provide 1-D photonic crystal
environment for the emitter (for efficient lasing in these hosts
see review [1] and, e.g., our group papers [2,3]);

Chiral liquid crystal hosts provide circular polarization of definite
handedness to emitted photons;

Liquid crystals can easily infiltrate photonic crystals [4,5] or
photonic crystal fibers [6] providing bandgap tunability;

2-D and 3-D photonic crystals can be prepared from holographic

42

2-D and 3-D photonic crystals can be prepared from holographic
polymer-dispersed liquid crystals [7];

Removing oxygen from liquid crystal reduces emitter bleaching.

[1] V. Kopp, Z. Zhang, A. Genack, Prog. Quant. Electron., 27, 369 (2003).
[2] K. Dolgaleva, K. Wei, S. Lukishova et al., JOSA B 25 (9), 1496-1504 (2008).
[3] S.K.H. Wei, S.-H. Chen, K. Dolgaleva et al., APL 94, 041111-3 (2009).
[4] M.J. Escuti, J. Qi and G.P. Crawford, Opt. Lett., 28, No 7, 522 (2003).
[5] K. Bush and S. John, Phys. Rev. Lett, 83, 967 (1999).
[6] E. Yablonovich, Nature, 401, 539 (1999).
[7] T.T. Larsen, A. Bjarklev, et al., Optics Express, 11, 2589 (2003).



Planar-aligned cholesteric (chiral nematic) liquid crystal host provides a
photonic crystal environment into which the chromophore will emit. This
photonic crystal is tunable by temperature or applied electric field.
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where pitch Po = 2a 
(a is a period of the structure);

λo= navPo, ∆λ = λo∆n/nav ,

nav= (ne + no)/2; ∆n = ne - no .

1-D chiral photonic
bandgap structure can
provide circularly
polarized fluorescence of
definite handedness even
for emitters without
dipole moments.



Samples

Fabrication method
Liquid crystal structures were fabricated by planar alignment of the mixtures

Emitters: 
colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (CdSe/CdS, CdSeTe and PbSe); 
single dye molecules (DiI and terrylene). 
single color centers (NV) in nanodiamonds

Hosts [liquid crystals in monomeric (fluid) or oligomeric (solid) form]:
cholesteric (1-D chiral photonic bandgap structure); 
nematic (align molecules with dipole moments in one direction)

44

Liquid crystal structures were fabricated by planar alignment of the mixtures
(using buffing, photoalignment or shearing two substrates relative to each other)

Lasing in dye-doped glassy 
(solid) cholesterics:
S.K.H. Wei, et al., APL 94, 
041111-3 (2009).

Lasing in dye-doped fluid-
like cholesterics: 
K. Dolgaleva et al., JOSA B
25 (9), 1496-1504 (2008)



Single colloidal semiconductor quantum dots 
(collaboration with T. Krauss group, Department of Chemistry)

PbSe QDs of definite size fluoresce in the spectral region of optical
communication wavelengths (1.3 and 1.55 µm).
Quantum yield up to 100%.

Recently nonblinking colloidal quantum dots with reduced bleaching were
reported [1].
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Recently nonblinking colloidal quantum dots with reduced bleaching were
reported [1].

Recently electroluminescence was observed from a single colloidal
CdSe/ZnS quantum dot [2].

In our experiments, we used colloidal semiconductor QDs synthesized at
the University of Rochester or bought from Invitrogen.

[1]  Y. Chen et al., J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 130, 5026 (2008).
[2] H. Huang et. al, App. Phys. Lett. 90, 023110 (2007).



Confocal fluorescence microscope 
and Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup
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76 MHz repetition rate, ~6 ps pulsed-laser excitation at 532 nm



Blinking of single colloidal quantum dots (video)
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Selective reflection curves of 1-D photonic bandgap  
planar-aligned dye-doped cholesteric layers

(mixtures of E7 and CB15)
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Confocal microscope raster
scan images of single colloidal
quantum dot fluorescence in a
1-D photonic bandgap liquid
crystal host

Histogram showing fluorescence
antibunching (dip in the histogram)

Antibunching is a proof of a single-
photon nature of a light source.
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The values of a second order correlation function g(2)(0)

g(2)(0) = 0.18 ± 0.03 g(2)(0) = 0.11 ±0.06

Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots in a cholesteric liquid crystal 
photonic bandgap microcavity
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g(2)(0) = 0.54 ± 0.06

NV color centers in nanodiamonds 
(~25 nm monocrystals)

For antibunched light g(2)(0) < 1; 
g(2)max(τ) = 1. 

For coherent light g(2)(τ) = 1 for 
all values of τ including τ =0; 

For bunched light g(2) (0) > 1 and 

g(2)(0) > g(2)(τ).



Circularly polarized fluorescence from several single 
quantum dots in a photonic bandgap CLC host (left) 
and a fluorescence spectrum of the host (right)
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The degree of circular polarization is measured by the dissymmetry
factor ge = 2(IL – IR)/(IL +IR) [1]. At 575 nm ge = -1.6. For unpolarized
light ge = 0; for circular polarized light |ge| = 2.

[1]  S. H. Chen et. al, Nature, 397, 506-508 (1999).



Microcavity resonance at the bandedge of a
photonic crystal stop band [glassy cholesteric
liquid crystal oligomer (solid)]
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Fluorescence is circularly polarized



OPT 253/OPT453,  PHY 434 course website: 
http://www.optics.rochester.edu/workgroups/lukishova/QuantumOpticsLab/

30 students passed through the 
whole, 4 credit hour course (15 hours 
for each lab).

More than 100 students of OPT 
101 participated in lecture-
demonstrations of the labs.

35 students of OPT 223 
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Entanglement lab (15 hours) is 
also part of the Advanced 
Physics Laboratory course PHY 
243 W of the Department of 
Physics and Astronomy (4 
students).

35 students of OPT 223 
carried out of 3-hour versions of 
entanglement and single photon 
interference labs.

12 graduate students of Advanced 
QO course will take 3-hour versions of 
entanglement and SPS labs.

26 MCC students of Modern Physics course carried out 3-hour 
versions of entanglement and single-photon interference labs.



Creation a network between Universities on 
photon quantum mechanics teaching experiments

Two OSA educational symposia on this subject were organized 
during Rochester OSA Annual Meetings (2006 and 2008)

http://www.thequantumexchange.org/
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Students Anand C. Jha, Laura Elgin, Sean White, Luke Bissell,
Heedeuk Shin contributed to the development of these
experiments and to the alignment of setups.

In this talk the results of the following students (Fall 2008) are used: 
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In this talk the results of the following students (Fall 2008) are used: 

Kristin Beck, Jacob Mainzer, Mayukh Lahiri, Roger Smith, Carlin Gettliffe and 
OPT 223 students.



Thanks to A. Lieb, L. Novotny, C. Stroud, R. Boyd,  
W. Knox, P. Adamson, J. Howell, T. Brown, A. 
Schmid, A. Okishev, V. Glebov, R. Rangarajan and 
P. Kwiat for advice and help.
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Quantum cryptography BB84 protocol                                
from http://research.physics.illinois.edu/QI/Photonics/movies/bb84.swf

57Perpendicular polarizations of single photons 
encode 0’s and 1’s in two different bases



Quantum teleportation

The trick to teleportation is for
Alice to take photon 1 and entangle
it (e.g., using beamsplitter) with
photon 2 from the ancillary
entangled photon pair 2 and 3.

Initial polarization state of photon 1
will be transferred to photon 3 on
Bob’s side.
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1.   C.H. Bennett et al., “Teleporting an unknown quantum state via dual classic and 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen channels”. Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1895–1899 (1993). 

2.  D. Bouwmeester et al., Experimental quantum teleportation, Nature 390, 
575-579 (11 December 1997).

will be transferred to photon 3 on
Bob’s side.

Being entangled, photon 1 will loose
its state identity.



Quantum computers

If functional quantum computers can be built, they will be valuable in
factoring large numbers, and therefore extremely useful for decoding and
encoding secret information. If one were to be built today, no information on
the Internet would be safe.
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Quantum bits, called qubits, are implemented using quantum mechanical two state
systems; these are not confined to their two basic states but can also exist in
superpositions (the qubit is both in state 0 and state 1).

Quantum computers can perform many different calculations in parallel:         
a system with n qubits can perform 2n calculations at once! 



New experiment shows that direct communication between 
the entangled  photons is  impossible
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On the basis of measurements, the
team concluded that if the photons
had communicated, they must have
done so at least 100,000 times

faster than the speed of light —
that would be impossible.

A. Baas, C. Branciard, N. Gisin, H. Zbinden, D. Salart , “Testing the speed of “spooky 
action at a distance”,  Nature 454, 861-864 (14 August 2008).



Quantum communication 
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Quantum communication 
companies on the market


